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 The following program has been developed to allow you to easily create your own custom grid style for the DataSheetX theme.
The program is written in vb.net and can be run from either an office solution, or directly from the project solution. The

program includes options to allow you to save your settings to a file, or save your settings to a specific location. This forum is
for the discussion of the DataSheetX theme and the use of DataSheetX in a web application. For information on how to use
DataSheetX in a web application, please visit the DataSheetX website. Forum rules Hi there, I was looking for a way to use

DataSheetX in a web application. I'm using an asp.net application with VB.Net. I've tried to install the DataSheetX theme from
the office suite and from the source. I've tried to do this by downloading the DataSheetX theme from the DataSheetX website,

but I get the following error when trying to run the program: "The
System.Runtime.InteropServices.ComTypes.ComTypesInitialize exception has occurred:

System.Runtime.InteropServices.COMException (0x80040154): The application has failed to start because its side-by-side
configuration is incorrect. Please see the application event log or use the command-line sxstrace.exe tool for more detail." I've

also tried to install the DataSheetX theme by downloading the DataSheetX theme from the DataSheetX website, and then
installing it by selecting the theme from the theme selection screen in the project properties, but this didn't work either. I'm not
sure if I'm missing something, but I'm not sure how to fix this problem. Does anyone know how to get this program to work? I
am using DataSheetX version 2.0.0.1 (which I installed from the office suite). I'm getting the following error when I try to run

the program: "The System.Runtime.InteropServices.ComTypes.ComTypesInitialize exception has 82157476af
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